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If you have ever wanted to know what makes your dog tick, why he acts the way he does, how to

change the way he behaves or how to communicate and train him to a standard that you might have

not dreamed possible then The Dog Vinci Code will get you back on track. The essential manual for

any dog owner, John Rogerson outlines, step by step, training techniques so simple that even your

dog can understand what you are trying to teach him. This book is about how to communicate with

your dog on an emotional level, which will in turn give him the ability to understand everyone in your

family. By understanding 'the code', you will gain more control over your dog and thereby be able to

offer him more freedom and less frustration than ever before, making for a more contented family

companion. This is the perfect guide for anyone who wants the best possible relationship with their

dog, packed with easy-to-follow training tips, informative case studies and told with wit, humour and

care.
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John Rogerson was reluctant to write another book, but we (and our dogs) are better off for this

book now released in paperback. I bought as many as I could to give away to my friends and fellow

dog enthusiasts. This book is not just full of essential knowledge which he brings to the table from

his life-long experiences working with dogs, but he also shares his dry British wit. Since I had been

to his seminars before, I could hear his accent break through the written word. Next to the

importance of using human emotion to communicate with your dog, I believe the author values

humor. I so appreciate this aspect of the book, since the consequence of not understanding your

dog's code is so dire. We need to smile a little. Certainly we are all aware of the huge problem of

dogs that are abandoned on the streets and in shelters because of behavior problems. I believe that

the philosophy he shares can change this issue. This is an interesting read for pet dog owner and

trainer alike. His wife's illustrations of the emotional human faces are charming! The tone of the

book is light, not academic. In fact he prides himself in using shorter words than most canine

behaviorists! Most of us struggle with the plight of dogs left behind and at shelters and are

sympathetic with the burden taken on by rescue groups. This little book needs to be on every

rescue groups resource list. At the price  is selling them, you could easily donate a copy to your

favorite rescue group...Know a breeder? Give them a copy! First though, buy your own copy and

enjoy!

This is one of the few must read books for dog owners. Reading and understanding the first 110

pages will help you avoid many mistakes people make when training their dog. Pay special attention

to Chapter 8, Early Training: The Basics, Chapter 15 How Does My Dog Learn, specifically the

section on "Shaping". And Chapter 18 Putting Theory into Practice.

good info

Never trained a dog before. American Bull Dog pup was 16 weeks old when I got her. Just following

the instructions for the initial training of a puppy and specifically for my breed of dog has made

training so easy. Granted it helps having a smart dog. However, smart dogs frequently want to do

things their way. I haven't needed every chapter of the book. I pick & choose. I would recommend

this book.

Eye opening book. Of course, take what you can use and leave what you don't. I definitely found



some things exceptionally helpful but not others.

Easy to utilize. Easy to understand. Easy to implement into training. Explains behavior easily for all

levels of dog training.

This book has really helped me with understanding my 2 year old rescued aussie. In addition it has

been a great tool for me to grasp a through understanding of what and why my dog trainer is doing

the things she does. Would highly recommend!

John Rogerson's book is great. I've read a lot about reactive dogs specifically and he has some new

ideas I hadn't heard. He's smart, but he's also very clever with his interventions. I enjoyed this book

a lot.
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